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CHAPTER 19. POPULATION RATES AND PREDICTIONS 

An understanding of the characteristics and productive potentials of 
individual animals should be logically followed by an understanding of the 
characteristics and productive potentials of groups or populations of 
individuals. Since wild ruminants can have definite impacts on the 
resources of agricultural, forested, and natural systems, accurate 
population predictions are very desirable, and approaching necessity. 

There are two basic approaches to the analysis of populations. One, 
observed changes in the population as a whole may be represented 
mathematically and the results correlated with observed conditions, and two, 
productivity characteristics of individuals may be used to evaluate causes 
of changes in the population as a whole. The former is applicable to 
species with little differences in individuals, or to very large 
populations. Insect populations often meet these criteria. The latter is 
applicable to long-lived animals that are larger in mass and fewer in 
number .. Such animals, and wild ruminants are among them, usually go through 
2 or 3 annual growth cycles before reproducing, with large differences in 
weight between the younger, immature individuals and the older, mature ones. 
Their roles in population dynamics are different; younger animals are 
consumers only, while older animals are both consumers and producers. 

Population predictions may be of two types. One, time-specific 
summations of the next one, two, or three or more year's populations based 
on current conditions, and two, overall population predictions of the total 
number for as many years as the natality rates and the mortality rates are 
expected to apply. Both are useful. The former gives one insight into 
population changes throughout the year based on summations of recruitment 
and removal, and the latter, a long-range outlook based on the cumulative 
effects of removal and recruitment over one to several years. 

This CHAPTER describes the logic and the steps necessary to calculate 
natality and mortality rates and make population predictions easily and 
quickly with arithmetic summations and exponential predictions. Such 
predictions may be made for one or more years at a time. They may also be 
made for time periods within the year. Such time periods should be of 
logical lengths, with beginning and ending points coinciding with processes 
rather than arbitary dates. 

The following time periods are suggested as reasonable and logical, 
with flexibility in the JDAYs marking the beginnings and ends of each of the 
periods. The periods are: 

PSPP PSUP 

t t 
-W=N=T=R-'---S-=-CP=RN --- -, 

1 
JDAY"-

SUMR 
182 

PFAP PHUP PWNP 

t t t 
--'------::F-:-,AL~L 'HUNT' 
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The designations of seasons represent time periods that coincide with 
biological functions and range conditions. They are: 

PHUP: 
HUNT: 
PWNP: 
WNTR: 
PSPP: 
SPNG: 

PSUP: 
SUMR: 
PFAP: 
FALL: 

prehunt population. 
the period in the fall when the hunting season is open. 
prewinter population. 
the period following the hunt when.winter conditions prevail. 
pres pring population. 
the period when winter conditions have waned and new plant 

growth begins. The last third of gestation. 
presummer population. 
the period following parturition and through weaning. 
prefall population. 
the period of weight recovery following weaning of the young 

and up to the hunt. 

JDAYs marking the beginnings and ends of these periods vary between 
species, places, and years. 

Population predictions are only as accurate as the natality and 
mortality data entered into the equations, of course. The demonstrated ease 
with which populations may be predicted mathematically should encourage 
field biologists to collect the best natality and mortality information 
possible. Once collected, the use of the data for predicting populations is 
very simple with the WORKSHEETS described here. 
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